Competitions & events with electric vehicles for saving
energy and preserving a clean and noiseless environment

The association “Aecivitas team” organizes and participates in sports competitions and recreational and
cultural events. It promote studies and research to technical and performance enhancement of the
vehicles fueled by alternative energies. It develops and builds the vehicles for motors shows with zero
emission to preserve health and environment.

GOALS
Aecivitas team is looking for partners
and sponsors, public and private, to build
vehicles and to make new projects and
participate in events like the “World
Championship FIA Alternative Energies
CUP” (see: www.fia.com).

Another goal is Italian organization or take part in competitions with “solar” means
like the World Solar Challenge

BACKGROUND
Our activity is started in may 2006 thanks to a new Fiat Panda Electric, equipped with zebra batteries.
This vehicle, with its excellent features, led us to a best win in April 2007, thanks also to our sponsor
Mathema srl.

Cater Meeting 2007
At invitation of Senigallia (An) local government, and in collaboration with Caterpillar
broadcast show (radiorai2), we participated, during cater meeting, with a red “risciò
elettrico”, at “solar rally” day, June 17th 2007.
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Energy fair 2007. At invitation of the provincial administration of Firenze, the
event organizer, we exhibited electric vehicles, available for test drive, and
illustrated our activity at the “Energy Fair” at the “Medici park of Villa Pratolino”.

Terrafutura 2007. Thanks the ours sponsor Mathema srl,
the Ecolori spa company and the Fiat Brandini spa auto dealer, we presented some
electric vehicles at this international fair (among them, the electric Panda which won
first place in the energy consumption race of 27 April, described below). It was also
possible to try a free-style motorcycle…electric, of course.

I° Green Rally of “Colli Euganei (PD)”.
In April 2007 we participated in this race, valid for the FIA CUP 2007, winning
the first prizes in two categories in energy consumption and an honorable 10th
place in the regularity race. The race took place within a park, on a course of
100 Km in a natural ambiance within mid-evil cities and was covered live by
SkyChannel and many other media. (see: www.aecivitas.com/news/070428ColliEuganei/070427ColliEuganei.php)

Fiorano Circuit - Maranello
The regularity and energy consumption competition was valid for the FIA 2006
championship and we won 3 trophies, 3rd and 4th place, a very satisfying result for
our first competition.

Crossing the Apennines
In mid-July 2006 to reach Maranello we decided to leave from Firenze and
make a stop in Serramazzoni (MO). The trip was 132 Km, without
refuelling and crossing three Apennines mountain passes. (see:
www.aecivitas.com/news/060715-Fiorano/060715Fiorano.php)

At our arrival, we were greeted by the mayor in person.

From Firenze to Siena non-stop in an electric Fiat Panda with an
administrator of Tuscany region. This was our first important challenge: the
trip of about 70 Km was done at 90 km/h, the highest permitted speed on that
road, like a “traditional” car to demonstrate that the electric vehicles can have
the same performance as ICE vehicles. The start was covered on national
television by RAI3 and the news was published by many press agent, ANSA
included. (see: www.aecivitas.com/news/060711-FISI/060711FISI.php)
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For informations and contacts:
Aecivitas team via Galeno 14r 50139 Firenze
aecivitas team

team@aecivitas.com

Massimo Tucci tel +39 329 6127708
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